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Mealtimes for little ones can be messy and the child’s clothes 
become soiled. The ordinary bib in the market covers only the 
chest-part of the baby and the lap area is left wide open for 
spills to stain the child’s clothes.

Zippy Bib is designed with legs to solve the problem and make 
happy moms. This uniquely designed full-body bib with 
zippered legs protects against falling food from head to toe. It 
fastens snuggly at the neck with a snap closure, and zips apart 
at the bottom forming legs where elastic bands secure the bib 
legs to each of the child’s legs. Measures approximately 12” 
across and 25” from the neck down. Durable, waterproof 
easy-wipe, and machine washable. Crafted to use over and 
over again with your growing child from 6 to 36 months old.

Product
Description

Benefits & More:

• SUPER-SOFT waterproofed
  silky fabrics
• Available in 10 New Fun     
  Designs
• Hanger Style Packaging to  
  display unique leg features of  
  the bib
• Child Safety Certi�ed
• Store Ready
• Gift Bag or Gift box Ready

•  STYLISH and DURABLE
Our signature fabrics are stylish, 
lightweight, soft, comfortable, 
waterproof, machine washable, 
and durable to make mealtimes 
less messy.

• CHILD-FRIENDLY & SAFE
Our bibs are constructed with 
child safety in mind, keeping 
them BPA-free, PVC-free, 
vinyl-free, phthalate-free and 
lead-free.

• EASY ON - EASY OFF -
  EASY CLEAN
Machine washable. Tumble Dry 
Low or Hang dry to extend the 
life of bibs. Crafted with a soft
laminated surface for easy 
cleaning. This clever full-body 
bib protects against falling food 
from head to toe. It fastens at 
the neck and zips apart at the 
bottom forming legs where 
elastic bands secure the bib legs 
to each of the child’s legs. 
Perfect for meals at home, car 
seat snacking, stroller riding, 
daycare, and restaurant meals. 
It’s lightweight, easy to use, and 
protects all that adorable 
clothing from spills, splatters, 
and uh-ohs.
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Making Mealtime

Less 

Problem: 

Solution:

• A bib that grows with your child from 6 months to 36 months
  (One Mr. Zippy bib can replace all other feeding bibs)
• A Space savor – fit multiple Zippy Bibs in diaper bag (silicone bibs can be bulky)
• A bib to use on the go, in high-chairs, car seats, strollers, and more
• Not just a bib but an Accessory! Covers the cute baby clothes with a protective accessory
• Soft Elastic straps to secure bib legs to child's legs
• Allows children to eat, drink, and play at home or on-the-go, in car seats, stroller riding,
  and much more.
• Tested to be a winner for babies with acid reflux too, prevents soiling clothes from frequent spit ups
• Self-feedings can get messy, so Mr. Zippy is here for the rescue!
• Protects clothes during Arts and Crafts time
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We love our Mr. Zippy 
Bibs! They make
mealtimes a lot less 
messy. With two, it’s 
double the clean-up.
I am for whatever is 
easier and makes the 
most sense! This twin 
mama approves Mr. 
Zippy Bibs!

Testimonials

We love Mom

Addie Hart

We'd love to get your feedback. Share your Zippy experience as a Review.

Mr. Zippy Bibs help make

mealtimes better with less mess 

and less stress, resulting in more 

quality time with the family 

around the table instead of 

cleaning. Mr. Zippy Bibs covers 

my daughter’s full body, so no 

more taking the time to strip her 

down to a diaper and put on a

silicone bib just to have her rip it 

off mid meal. The Mr. Zippy Bib 

is easy on, easy off, easy clean.

Jena Newman

We'd love to get your feedback. Share your Zippy experience as a Review.
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